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Extracts fom Satff investment Committee Funding paper  

 
FACTUAL – Tuia 250 

FUNDING DECISIONS  

 RECOMMENDATION  
That the Staff Investment Committee approves; 

•  
 

•  
 

  
•   
•  

 
• Up to $139,452 to Nia Phipps for After White Guilt, 7 x 6-8’ for NZME-NZ Herald + RNZ 

and declines; 

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

 

Five applications recommended for total funding of $  

Six applications recommended decline seeking total funding of $  

 

 OVERVIEW 
1. Given the low level of available Factual funding remaining, the May round was closed to General Factual 

applications and a special request for proposals that mark Tuia 250 was issued.   

2. Eleven Tuia 250 applications were received and these applications are assessed in this paper. Three 
applications were declined prior to full assessment; 

•  – Tuia 250 project but platform criteria not met 

•  – Tuia 250 project  declined to 
support 

•  – non Tuia 250 project and platform criteria not met 

3. Three General Factual projects were given leave to submit applications ‘out of round’ because these projects 
have particular timing issues. These applications are assessed in Item 2.4.  

4. In assessing the Tuia 250 applications staff considered to what degree the projects would tell us something 
new, deliver content to a targeted audience, or create projects that would have a good shelf life. Staff also 
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considered to what degree applications would support/promote the Tuia 250 event as a major national 
commemoration.  

5. The guidelines for the Tuia 250 RFP stated ‘around $1.5m’ was available for this initiative. In the absence of 
additional funding being available from other sources, the $1.5m will be reduced by the amount of any 
funding approved for the ‘out of round’ applications.  

6. In addition to two Funding Team assessors, the Tuia 250 applications were also assessed by Helen McCracken 
from MCH. An assessment hui was held with Helen on 9 April to discuss all the applications. Helen concurred 
with the staff funding recommendations. Helen did not assess or make any recommendations about the Tuia 
250 Live proposal as MCH provided a letter of support for this application. An assessment sheet is attached 
as Annex A.   

7. A number of applications, including some being recommended for funding, include low or no platform 
support. This is particularly true in regard to cash contributions to production budgets  SIC should discuss 
whether this is acceptable or whether platform production contributions should remain a condition of our 
funding for this initiative. Arguments for making an exception in this instance to our usual terms could 
include:  

• this is a high priority national commemoration that has limited commercial appeal and therefore 
deserves a higher than usual public subsidy 

• there is an advantage in having extended broadcast rights apply to most funded projects so they can 
potentially be shared across more platforms (many of he proposals already include multiple 
platform distribution that arguably weakens the commerc al appeal for the primary platform) 

• if we support  then we will probably want to insist that content is 
contributed to it from other funded projects 

 

 GENERAL ASSESSMENT & STAFF OPINION 
After White Guilt           Nia Phipps for NZ Herald                              $139,452 

Synopsis 

8. A seven-part documentary web-series that tells the stories of New Zealanders who are reflecting on their 
colonial heritage and white guilt, and the ways they push through to take action against racism in Aotearoa. 

General Assessment 

9. This proposal is well thought out and directly addresses the themes of Tuia 250 and has connected the 
commemoration with relevant issues within New Zealand society.  

10. Nia Phipps and Kathleen Winter are newish documentary makers but they have some experience with NZ On 
Air funded content (Minimum + Loading Docs) and staff believe they should have no difficulty in navigating 
the sensitive nature of this subject matter.  

11  As well as being hosted by NZME this content is also likely to be distributed on RNZ, NZPTV and Loading Docs 
platforms. 

12. The NZME contribution of $  is . This is similar to other 
applications in this round where .        

Staff Opinion 

13. This application was assessed strongly by all assessors. The only issue raised was regarding the panel 
discussion in the final episode and whether the planned Māori representation (which is to be confirmed) 
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would be strong enough to deliver the Tuia 250 kaupapa of ‘joint storytelling’. This is something that could 
be raised with the producers in the funding letter if this project is supported.  

14. After White Guilt is a similar cost to  that is also in this round. During the assessment 
meeting staff weighed the merits of each. Ultimately staff believed After White Guilt was more deserving of 
support. It was assessed as a forward thinking project with a call to action that will reveal wide societal issues 
through personal stories. It should also appeal to a wide audience. 

15. Funding recommended up to $139,452. 

 

 ATTACHMENTS  

Annex A: Assessment Sheet 

Annex B: Comparable programme tables 
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• your agreement that the content will be produced on an equal opportunities basis (to the extent
possible)

• that you will use your best endeavours to ensure the content reflects and develops New Zealand
identity and culture

• to notify captioning provider Able that the content has been delivered (not applicable for radio
projects)

• a share of income to NZ On Air from sales of the content based on equity contributions when NZ
Government (e.g. NZ On Air, NZFC and Te Māngai Pāho) combined funding is $200,000 and over

• where there is third party funding, evidence that the full budget has been secured including copies of
all third party contracts, and

• that your content will be available online for at least a year.
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We will not provide any funding until Funding Agreements are fully executed and then only in accordance 
with the terms of the Agreement.  

SUMMARY FUNDING REQUIREMENTS 
See Template Funding agreements. 

Content Requirements  

Our Content Funding Agreement will require you to provide, among other things: 

• evidence that you have registered as either a NZ Company, Trust or Incorporated Society
• a covenant from the platform to NZ On Air, where applicable, that it will publish the content
• a copy of your agreement with the platform, where applicable, to publish the content credits

acknowledging the involvement of NZ On Air in a format acceptable to us. Download the on screen
and off-screen crediting requirements and our brand resources from our website

• financial and production progress reports during the production of the content
• A Health and Safety confirmation signed by you before production begins
• a copy of the content to Ngā Taonga Sound & Vision, if selected by the Archive
• a copy of your content to NZ On Screen, upon request, after your distribution agreements have

expired
• your agreement that the content will be produced on an equal opportunities basis (to the extent

possible)
• that you will use your best endeavours to ensure the content reflects and develops New Zealand

identity and culture
• to notify captioning provider Able that the content has been delivered (not applicable for radio

projects)
• a share of income to NZ On Air from sales of the content based on equity contributions when NZ

Government (e.g. NZ On Air, NZFC and Te Māngai Pāho) combined funding is $200,000 and over
• where there is third party funding, evidence that the full budget has been secured including copies of

all third party contracts, and
• that your content will be available online for at least a year.
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